“Oliver” in Osborne Case Sees District-Attorney

Little Girl for Whose Slayer 10,000 Policemen Are Seeking

DARDANELLES FORCES AGAIN UNDER FIRE OF SIX GREAT BATTLESHIPS OF ALLIES

BOARD ORDERS FURTHER CUTS IN FIGHT TO FORGE 5-CENT MAXIMUM TELEPHONE RATE

Public Service Commissioners Not Satisfied With Offer of Trust and Fix a New Schedule.

After close analysis of the reduced rates offered by the New York Telephone Company, the public service commissioners declared that the New Yorkers were not given all that they entitled to and further rate cut was ordered. The three principles for which the New Yorkers had been asking were:

1. A maximum charge of five cents per minute for local calls.
2. A cut in the rates between principal points.
3. A limit on the rates for long distance calls.

The telephone company has not yet agreed to the commissioners' demands. They will be considered when the telephone companysubmit.

PHONES RICH DAD SHE HAS ELOPED WITH A DOORMAN

OLIVER OSBORNE IS NOT A DUMMY, SAYS PROSECUTOR

District Attorney to Have Conference with Boston Man This Afternoon.

COUNSEL SAYS PLOT

To elope with the daughter of a wealthy man in Brooklyn, a woman accused of fraud.

LAPLAND'S CONVOY FIGHT SUBMARINE

LEONORE COHN

PASSAGERS SEE LAPLAND'S CONVOY FIGHT SUBMARINE

Carden's Place as Commander of Fleets Is Taken By Rear Admiral De Robeck, and Great Battle Goes On in Storm.

THREE ALLIED BATTLESHIPS SUCK BY TURKISH MINES

LONDON, March 20.—Undaunted by the sinking of three allied ships in the Dardanelles during the day, the three battleships returned to the Dardanelles and continued the bombardment of the Turkish forts which is still in progress.

The action is reported as having beenatak to prevent a further attack on the forts.

ADMIRAL'S DEATH OFFICIALLY DENIED

RIPPER'S VICTIM SLAIN BY LUNATIC AUTOPSY SHOWS

Reveals Assailant Passed Killing of Five-Year Leo-

MOTHER IS DESOLATE

To Devote Life to Aiding Hunt for Murderer of Baby Side Child

Although the police have not yet found any one who can be regarded as the possible murderer of the baby girl, there are indications that the baby girl was killed in the home of the W. Cohn family, where she was born.

In the case of the baby girl, the W. Cohn family has been thrown into a state of despair.
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Find Live Baby Girl Under Seat "L" "Don't Forget Me, and Call Me Josephine," Hand Note on Founding

A baby girl, about six weeks old, was found under the seat of a car on the Third Avenue "L" track in Greenwich Village, lying on a piece of paper with the name "Josephine." It was discovered by a passenger who was on her way to the station.

The baby was dressed in white, and on a piece of paper were the words "Josephine." The baby was sent to the hospital and is now in the care of the hospital officials.

VASSAR'S Prettiest Girl

Vassar Student Earns Praise for Her Beauty and Charm

Leavens Afterward and Her Charm

TRIAL SERGEANTS NAMED

Twelve Appointed Among Those

Former Commissioners Would not Name Officers

Leavens Afterward and Her Charm

But the Commissioners have decided that they will not name officers at this time, and have decided to name these twelve men as未来的

"FIGHTING" TO THE END

French fleet battles Turkish ships in the Dardanelles.
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